TRACcess® System: Rapid Entry

10 Reasons to Upgrade your Lockbox System
1.

Eliminate the risk of lost or stolen keys — Losing a lockbox key potentially
exposes your department and municipality to virtually unlimited liability.
Reduce your risk and your liability by employing TRACcess. Its keys are
useless if lost or stolen.

2.

Build confidence in your lockbox program — TRACcess generates an
electronic record each time a lockbox is opened. Building owners know
that you have an audit trail of exactly who accessed their lockbox and
when, making your program transparent and accountable.

3.

Eliminate uncertainty about whether a lockbox was used to illegally
access a building. You can retrieve an up-to-date audit trail from any
TRACcess lockbox in your municipality to verify the lockbox has not been
opened recently.

4.

View entry reports via web — TRACcess keys upload a record of the
lockboxes that they have opened to an online database that is hosted
by Supra. Secure web reports tell you the date and building location for
every lockbox opening.

5.

Low costs — TRACcess is surprisingly affordable for all parties
concerned.

6.

Contain costs and limit manpower requirements. Upgrading the security
and safety of your lockbox program can appear to be time intensive, but it
does not have to be. Contact us to learn more.

7.

The only electronic lockbox UL certified for attack resistance. Underwriter
Laboratories, an independent product safety organization, has certified
that TRACcess lockboxes are very difficult to break into. Few lockboxes
are UL certified as anti-theft devices.

8.

Experience matters — Supra is the largest worldwide supplier of lockbox
systems. In business since 1955, we’ve sold over 6 million lockboxes.

9.

*Get out of the business of managing lockboxes. You can authorize
trusted business partners, such as fire department approved locksmiths
or security companies, to manage the lockboxes. Local business
partners can be trusted to supply lockbox products and services because
TRACcess records every time they open a lockbox. Traditional lockboxes
with mechanical keys can’t do this. And, once you have partners, you
will be surprised at how little time it takes to administer the TRACcess
system.
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10. *Reduce frustration with out-of-date building keys! With TRACcess you
can trust local business partners to audit and organize each access
key with a specific label so fire department personnel can quickly enter
specific doors.
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* Contact us for more information on how other fire departments have refocused their resources on
fire prevention by upgrading to TRACcess and partnering with local businesses.
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